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8 policemen and 14 civilians killed in fighting in Macedonia.
Inter-ethnic tension in Macedonia

chicago, 11.05.2015, 03:55 Time

USPA NEWS - Last week brought a tragic balance in Macedonia , in the Western Balkan countries . 8 policemen killed and 14
civilians to delete the automatic firefight in the town of Kumanovo , this was the balance of the amount allocated to us actually it had
time to talk and warned . 

Last week brought a tragic balance in Macedonia , in the Western Balkan countries . 8 policemen and 14 civilians were gunned down
in a firefight in the town of Kumanovo , this was an act that had been spoken of previously before but never has happened until now.
the efforts of neighboring countries and their commitment to maintain peace and stability in the region , diplomatic influence of the
European Community and the United States could not stop the violence warned 3 weeks ago by Macedonian state officials. . police
and Macedonia Army are trying to underhand the radical group who has not been identified yet. 

The neighboring countries of Kosovo Albania and Serbia have taken measures reinforcing and sending Serbian and Kosovo police to
the border with Macedonia officials. foreign ministries of the three respective states have condemned these attacks and have asked
the Macedonian state to light the truth about this event. homes owned by Albanians were damaged and looted so violent . It was noted
that about 700 people have crossed the border with Serbia and are housed in Presevo, to escape repression and risk of continued
fighting . 

Reportedly armed civilians were called terrorists by the government but NATO said that they should be careful not to call them such .
One civilian reportedly having fired at policemen killed himself . there was also an Albanian policemen killed in the 8 that lost their lives
in Macedonia. In the light of this event we ask for a moment of silence for those affected by this tragic event and that the national
government is doing the best it can in order to bring justice and shed some light on this dark upbringing.

Article online:
https://www.uspa24.com/bericht-4086/8-policemen-and-14-civilians-killed-in-fighting-in-macedonia.html
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